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Tenencia Aerospace Design (part of Carlisle Interconnect 
Technologies), is a UK CAA-approved Design (DOA) and 
Production (POA) organisation, based at Coventry, UK.

We integrate and certify avionics / electrical systems, cabin 
systems, structural modifications, and special mission systems 
on a wide variety of private, commercial, and military platforms 
worldwide.

We produce our certified modification packages and installation 
kits in-house, giving our customers single-source procurement 
and the benefits of an efficient combined operation. Our AS9100D 
Quality Management System provides quality oversight of all  
our work.

Under our POA, we build and certify installation kits for our 
customers either by “build-to-print,” or alongside our 
collaborative design services. As part of Carlisle Interconnect 
Technologies, our parts and assembly manufacturing capability 
enables us to provide more kit components from in-house 
facilities, resulting in more competitive pricing and more control 
over quality.

Certified high-quality kits
 » UK CAA Part 21 Subpart G POA
 » UK CAA Form One (accepted in Europe and USA)
 » AS9100D QMS
 » FAA-PMA
 » In-house manufacturing and quality control

Cost effectiveness
 » We can use components and assemblies manufactured in 

CarlisleIT facilities

Global footprint, global support
 » CarlisleIT has manufacturing facilities in Europe, USA, 

Mexico, and China
 » Fast turnaround and AOG support anywhere in the world

Collaborative design services
 » As a UK CAA Part 21 approved Design Organisation,  

we are certification specialists
 » We can provide design services to enhance existing 

customer designs

INTRODUCTION THE TENENCIA/CARLISLEIT ADVANTAGE



From simple loose-parts kits to fully integrated solutions, Tenencia can build kits to your supplied drawings. 

Each installation kit contains all the parts necessary to install the new system, including wire harnesses, electrical and mechanical 
assemblies, annunciators, adapters, and associated mounting hardware and fittings. To maintain tight control of kit parts inventory,  
all installation kit components are individually labelled and bagged or shrink-wrapped in easy-to-transport packages.

We have many years of experience working closely with operators and Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs). We continue to 
meet the challenges of systems provisioning by providing kits that offer high-quality components, give reliable performance, and  
are installation-friendly.

Whether your program requires “build-to-print” or custom kit development, you can depend on our industry experience, product 
knowledge, engineering capabilities, and flexible manufacturing to assist with your next commercial or military installation kit project.

INSTALLATION KITS
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See Tenencia’s line of aircraft solutions at: 
Tenencia.co.uk

+44 (0) 2476 303020
info@tenencia.co.uk

 » Manufacturing engineers and manufacturing personnel review 
customer-supplied drawings to ensure optimised production plans.

 » We make recommendations on design or material modifications that  
could improve economics or availability. These are submitted for customer 
approval prior to production.

 » Approved customer-supplied drawings are entered into our production 
system with all updates recorded as required during the production process.

 » Supply chain resources are engaged and customer forecasts are leveraged 
to assure capacities and robust supply planning keep your project on time

 » Production facilities adhere to ISO9001 and AS9100D Quality Management 
Systems to ensure all requirements are met and the product is delivered with 
complete accuracy

 » Quality team completes customer directed acceptance tests and develops 
first article inspection records

 » UK CAA Form One authorised release certificates issued (or FAA-PMA) and 
shipped with the finished kit as required.

CUSTOMER & QUALITY RELATIONSHIPS
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